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Abstract

The future Internet of Things (IoT) will be characterized by an increasing num-
ber of object-to-object interactions for the implementation of distributed appli-
cations running in smart environments. The Social IoT (SIoT) is one of the
possible paradigms that is proposed to make the objects’ interactions easier by
facilitating the search of services and the management of objects’ trustworthi-
ness. In this scenario, we address the issue of modeling the queries that are
generated by the objects when fulfilling applications’ requests that could be
provided by any of the peers in the SIoT. To this, the defined model takes into
account the objects’ major features in terms of typology and associated func-
tionalities, and the characteristics of the applications. We have then generated
a dataset, by extracting objects’ information and positions from the city of San-
tander in Spain. We have classified all the available devices according to the
FIWARE Data Models, so as to enable the portability of the dataset among
different platforms. The dataset and the proposed query generation model are
made available to the research community to study the navigability of the SIoT
network, with an application also to other IoT networks. Experimental analyses
have also been conducted, which give some key insights on the impact of the
query model parameters on the average number of hops needed for each search.
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1. Introduction1

The Internet of Things (IoT) has become a reality with billions of devices2

able to send key information about the physical world and implementing simple3

actions, which leads to the paradigm of the anytime and anyplace connectivity4

for anything [1]. The massive amount of data flowing through the IoT has5

pushed forward the development of new applications in several domains, such6

as the management of industrial production plants, the logistics and transport7

supply chain, the e-health, the smart building, just to cite a few.8
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However, IoT solutions have posed new challenges in the management of9

the amount of information produced. Indeed, searching for (reliable) time-10

and location- relevant information, services and resources for the deployment of11

running applications exploiting the IoT infrastructure is a crucial challenge: in12

addition to the size of the searching space, most of the data produced by the sen-13

sors produce rapid changes, making the system highly dynamic, as it happens14

for instance when tracking the position of moving objects. A further compli-15

cation derives from the shift we are witnessing in the interaction model. From16

a paradigm where humans look for information provided by objects (human-17

object interaction), the IoT will surely move towards a model where things look18

for other things to provide composite services for the benefit of human beings19

(object-object interaction). With such an interaction model, it will be essential20

to understand how the information provided by each object can be processed21

automatically by any other peer in the system. This cannot clearly disregard22

the level of trustworthiness of the object providing information and services,23

which should take into account the profile and history of it. If not, attacks and24

malfunctions would outweigh any of the benefits of these technologies [2].25

An approach with the potential to properly address the mentioned issues,26

which is recently gaining increasing popularity, is based on the exploitation of27

social networking notions into the IoT, as formalized by the Social IoT (SIoT)28

concept [3]. It introduces the vision of social relationships among different de-29

vices, independently from the fact that they belong to the same or different30

platforms owned and managed by different individuals or organizations. Ac-31

cording to this vision, all the IoT objects are willing to collaborate with others32

and create relationships among them as humans do. This is expected to make33

the exchange of information and services among different devices easier and to34

perform the identification of malicious nodes by creating a society-based view35

about the trust level of each member of the community.36

In the resulting social network, each application running in the devices (or in37

the cloud) will be looking for information and services by crawling the social net-38

work starting from a requesting node towards the potential service provider(s).39

The performance of such a process of service/information retrieval is clearly de-40

pendent on several aspects: i) the structure of the social network; ii) the types41

of service/information requests that will mostly characterize the interaction in42

the IoT/SIoT; iii) the rules that are used to navigate the network.43

To analyze these aspects, there is a need for a proper model of the behavior44

of objects that generate queries of services and information when interacting45

with other peers in the SIoT. Such a model represents an alternative to the46

analysis of large sets of real interactions among devices; indeed, this data is47

not publicly available, so the model can represent a valid alternative for the48

analysis of the networks. Understanding the interactions among peers can help49

in discovering which devices are more likely to interact and then can assist in50

the design of search engines, in the management of the trustworthiness or the51

creation of clusters of nodes with frequent interactions. To this, the model52

should take into account the objects’ major features in terms of typology and53

associated services, and the applications that may need to interact with the54
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different objects. Another essential element to test management algorithms is55

represented by a suitable IoT dataset. It has to exhibit a realistic behavior based56

on real IoT objects and show information regarding the position and the profile57

of a large set of IoT devices, both public and private, both fixed and mobile,58

arranged with their respective owner. All these objects need to be categorized59

by their typology, brand and model, but also considering the set of services60

they are able to offer and the possible applications they can request. The major61

contributions of the paper are the following:62

• Definition of the generic process of service search in the Social IoT and63

modeling of objects behavior when interacting with other peers in the64

network for the exchange of information and services.65

• Definition of a query generation model, which is able to simulate the cor-66

relation between objects and applications and represents a fundamental67

tool to test the interaction among peers in the network. The proposed68

model is then used to evaluate the benefits of the social approach in terms69

of global navigability.70

• Creation of a dataset, which not only include objects’ information and71

positions as done in [4], but also the services and applications they offer72

and use. The collected data derives from the devices installed in the city73

of Santander in Spain and on the data about people’s mobility. This74

is made available to the research community to test (S)IoT management75

algorithms (e.g., relationship management, service search, trustworthiness76

management), with particular attention to network navigability.77

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the relevant back-78

ground regarding the social IoT and provides a short survey of the research79

related to service search in the IoT. In Section 3 we provide an introduction to80

the proposed solution by defining the scenario and introducing the used nota-81

tions, whereas in Section 3.2 we propose a query generation model and test it82

based on real traces. Section 5 presents a dataset based on real objects and uses83

it to construct a social network of devices and Section 6 draws final remarks.84

2. Background85

2.1. The Social IoT86

The SIoT represents the convergence of the technologies belonging to two87

domains: IoT and Social Networking. The result is the creation of social net-88

works in which things are nodes that establish social links as humans do [3].89

This concept is fast gaining ground thanks to the key benefits deriving from the90

potentials of the social networks within the IoT domain, such as: simplification91

in the navigability of a dynamic network of billions of objects [3]; robustness in92

the management of the trustworthiness of objects when providing information93

and services [5]; efficiency in the dynamic discovery, selection and composition of94
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services (and of information segments) provided by distributed objects and net-95

works [6]. According to the SIoT model, every node is an object that is capable96

of establishing social relationships with other things autonomously, according97

to rules set by the owner.98

To this aim, as underlined in [7], there is a strong need to improve the degree99

of connectivity between users and things, where things should be socialized100

to allow humans to easily establish relationships with them. The resulting101

paradigm of the Social Internet of Things (SIoT) [3] includes these notions, so102

that people, through their IoT devices, can transparently (although according to103

clear policies they have set for inter-device interactions) improve the experience104

in the fruition of smart services and applications.105

When it comes to the IoT paradigm, the idea is to exploit social awareness106

as a means to turn communicating objects into autonomous decision-making en-107

tities. The new social dimension shall, somehow, be able to mimic interactions108

among users and to motivate a drift from an egoistic behavior to altruism or109

reciprocity. The main principle is to enable objects to autonomously establish110

social links with each other (by adhering to rules set by their owners) so that111

“friend” objects exchange data in a distributed manner. Every network object112

will be capable of: (a) establishing social relationships with other objects au-113

tonomously with respect to the owner, but according to the preset rules for the114

owner; (b) interact with its friends when in need for some assistance, such as115

the provisioning of a piece of important information or a key service.116

According to this model, a set of forms of socialization among objects is117

foreseen. The parental object relationship (POR) is defined among similar ob-118

jects, built in the same period by the same manufacturer (the role of the family119

is played by the production batch). Moreover, objects can establish co-location120

object relationship (CLOR) and co-work object relationship (CWOR), like hu-121

mans do when they share personal (e.g., cohabitation) or public (e.g., work)122

experiences. A further type of relationship is defined for objects owned by the123

same user (mobile phones, game consoles, etc.) that is named ownership ob-124

ject relationship (OOR). The last relationship is established when objects come125

into contact, sporadically or continuously, for reasons purely related to relations126

among their owners (e.g., devices/sensors belonging to friends); it is named so-127

cial object relationship (SOR). These relationships are created and updated on128

the basis of the objects features (such as type, computational power, mobility129

capabilities, brand, etc.) and activities (frequency in meeting the other objects,130

mainly).131

However, to fully exploit the benefits of a SIoT network, realistic networks132

and models of object-object interaction are still needed, which we investigate in133

this paper.134

2.2. Query Generation models135

A common problem in the IoT is how to efficiently retrieve information136

among the billions of devices composing it. Anytime there is the need to obtain137

data from a given system, two essential elements are needed [8]:138
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• The objects, which are the entities that provide information through the139

services they can offer.140

• The query, which is the formal statement of the needed information (e.g.,141

a search string).142

The link between these two elements is represented by a search engine, which143

has the goal to match the query with the data provided by the objects.144

The IoT provides several approaches to searching services, i.e., to the de-145

velopment of engines able to look for the required objects, such as [9] and [10].146

These works proposed different mechanisms for both indexing and ranking of147

the objects that can be used to search and select the objects and their offered148

services. In the first work, the authors propose a context-aware sensor search,149

based on a ranking model, to improve the selection of relevant sensors in large150

sets; the context information related to each sensor can be used to search the151

sensors in accordance with the user’s requirements. The second paper focuses on152

the requirements and challenges that need to be addressed to construct efficient153

search engines.154

Another approach is described in [11]: a framework composed of a con-155

text module and a search engine is developed to interact with the IoT devices.156

The context module is responsible to assign the semantic characteristics to the157

devices while the search engine has to evaluate the users’ queries, select and158

interact with the objects, based on a proposed indexing technique.159

Moreover, a recent work [12] analyses the most important IoT search engines160

in the literature and introduces a classification. One of the major issues pointed161

out by the authors is the lack of open datasets that contain IoT data and of162

query models to test the proposed engines. These aspects are critical for the163

community since they simplify carrying out the simulations and making them164

repeatable.165

Even if all these systems analyzed different features for the service search166

systems, there are almost no works about the modeling of the query generation167

process in the IoT, which, as said, represents a key component to test search168

engines. Among these few works, in [13] the authors propose four basic query169

models to search devices by their name, identifier, time and location of data.170

Another example is provided in [14] which proposes spatial range queries with171

location constraints to facilitate data indexing.172

However, the problem of generating requests of information has been deeply173

investigated for the World Wide Web, where the first approaches can be dated174

back to the late ’90s. Indeed, there is a strong similarity between searching the175

Web, which is composed of a widely accessible, large and distributed source of176

text data, i.e. documents, and the service search in IoT, whereas documents177

can be seen as IoT applications and the words describing a document as the178

services needed by an application. Accordingly, query generation methods used179

to search the Web might be adapted to be used in the IoT.180

Table 1 describes all the examined query generation methods. Among them,181

the simplest approach is based on uniform distribution, where all the terms from182

a given vocabulary have the same probability to occur in a query [23].183
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Table 1: Query Generation Methods.

Method Description
Uniform [15] Select terms with uniform probability from

current vocabulary
Term-frequency [15] Select most frequent words from a cluster of

documents
Probabilistic term-
frequency [16]

Select terms with probability proportional to
their term frequency

Odds-ratio [17] Select terms in according to maximum odds-
ratio score

Probabilistic odds-ratio
[18]

Select terms with probability proportional to
their odds-ratio score

Boley [19] Intersection of the top ranking terms accord-
ing to term frequency and document frequency

Markov chain [20] Method that allow to chose consecutively
query terms from a first term

Poisson distribution [21] Generate query using frequency words from a
series of independent Poisson processes

Query expansion [22] Process of reformulating query given by a user

Another approach is the term-frequency method, which classifies terms based184

on their frequency in a cluster of documents [15]; only the terms above a given185

threshold are considered, according to a uniform distribution, to compose a186

query. The authors in [16] propose a variant of this method called probabilistic187

term-frequency, where all the terms in the cluster are considered for a query,188

but with a probability proportional to their frequency.189

The authors in [17] propose an approach based on odds ratio; this score190

measures how strong the probability of a term appearing in relevant documents191

is w.r.t. the probability of the same term appearing in non-relevant documents.192

Only the term with a ratio higher than a threshold can be selected to generate a193

query. Similarly to [16], the authors in [18] improve the odds ratio method with194

a probabilistic approach by assigning a probability proportional to the odds195

ratio score and by selecting the terms according to this probability.196

Another approach is proposed by Boley in [19]. The query terms are selected197

in accordance to an intersection of two sets: the Text Frequency (TF) word list,198

which refers to words frequency in a selected text and the Document Frequency199

(DC) word list, which considers the terms’ frequency in all the documents of a200

cluster.201

Authors in [20] show additional developments in query generations using202

Markov chains. To estimate the query, they calculate the probability that a203

word “translates” to a query term, and then they chose a document containing204

the selected word, based on the number of times the word appears in it. The205

Markov chain alternates the choices between words and documents iteratively206

until the query is generated.207
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Figure 1: Proposed system to develop and test IoT management algorithms

In [21], the authors study a new family of query generation models based208

on the Poisson distribution. These models calculate the frequency of each term209

independently with a Poisson distribution. To rate a document, the authors210

estimate a multivariate Poisson model based on the document, and then give a211

score to it based on the likelihood of the query given by the estimated Poisson212

model.213

In the last years, query generation techniques have developed methods to214

expanse the query and change it to reformulate a given query with relevant in-215

formation so as to improve retrieval performance and to take into account the216

user profile [24]. A common technique consists of expanding the original query217

with synonyms: the new terms are chosen based on a probabilistic approach.218

In [22], the authors propose a relevance model, which assigns a relevance prob-219

ability to each word of the collection to measure how relevant a synonym could220

be for the terms in the original query.221

All the cited techniques might not adapt directly to the IoT, but can be used222

as a starting point for the design of a query generation model for the IoT. In223

particular, in this paper we focus on the probabilistic methods and adapt them224

to the IoT scenario. Moreover, we validate the obtained model by making use225

of a real set of queries, obtained from the Lysis IoT platform [25].226

3. Introduction to the proposed solutions227

This paper aims to provide the two essential elements needed to develop and228

test management algorithms in an IoT ecosystem, namely a query generation229

system and a dataset of objects with realistic behavior. As it is depicted in230

Figure 1, even though these two elements can cooperate, i.e. the query gen-231

eration model can be tested by using the dataset, they exist and can be used232

independently. The details about their functionalities will be better explained233

in Section 4 (for the query generation model) and Section 5 (for the dataset).234

In the following, we present the reference scenario and the needed notation235

to describe it.236
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Figure 2: Reference SIoT architecture and query generation model.

3.1. Reference Scenario237

The SIoT provides the objects with some capabilities typical of humans’238

behavior when looking for and providing information in their social communities.239

Accordingly, social relationships are created among objects, which are used240

when the peers are looking for help [3]. As in most of the IoT architectures,241

the owner has the control on which social interactions the objects are allowed242

to perform and which information and services can be shared with other peers.243

The applications installed by owners in their cloud space and that rely on their244

objects’ capabilities often need to look for services provided by other objects.245

This results in queries that are managed by the SIoT by making use of objects’246

social connections through word of mouth.247

The focus of the paper is the analysis and modeling of this query generation248

process. To this, we consider the reference SIoT architecture shown in Figure249

2a), which is based on four levels [26]: Application, Aggregation, Virtualization250

and Real World. The lower layer is made up of the “things” of the real world,251

which have the role to sense the physical environment and provide data to252

the higher layers. The Virtualization layer is made of Social Virtual Objects253

(SVOs), which represent the digital counterparts of any entity of the real world254

enhanced with social capabilities, fully describing their characteristics and the255

services they are able to provide [27]. The Micro Engine (ME), which is the main256

entity of the Aggregation layer, is a mash-up of one or more SVOs and other257

MEs, and it is responsible for getting and processing information from SVOs258

into high-level services requested by applications at the higher level. Finally,259

the Application layer is installed in the Cloud and partially in the devices, so260

that applications can be deployed and executed exploiting one or more MEs.261

Figure 2b) illustrates a generic service query in the SIoT, which highlights262

all the components involved in the process. The whole process starts when the263

application layer triggers some processing that requires to look for other ser-264

vices and then generates a relevant query. The query specifies what services are265
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required and it is enhanced with context parameters, which represent the appli-266

cation requirements, such as a specific time (when) or a specific place (where).267

The generated query is then handled at the Aggregation Layer, where the268

needed MEs for data elaboration are activated. After this, the query is taken269

over by the SVO of the device that triggered the process, which navigates its270

social network in order to search for other SVOs that can offer the data re-271

lated to the desired services by the application. Indeed, in the SIoT, each SVO272

maintains information related to its friends and to the services that the corre-273

sponding physical object can provide. In this sense, SVOs can be seen as atomic274

registration/indexing servers. However, it is not the focus of the paper to design275

an indexing mechanism of data.276

In order to better explain the query process, an explanatory example is277

presented here. Suppose that an object installed the application RealTimeTraf-278

ficEvaluationApp, which evaluates the traffic of a specific street in real-time, i.e.279

within a limited time interval with respect to the current time. Accordingly,280

the object creates a query with the list of services needed to execute the ap-281

plication and the requirements related, in this case, with the reference location282

and time. The aggregation layer than activates the MEs associated with the283

services and passes the query to the SVO, which looks for the objects, among its284

social network, that can execute the services fulfilling the desired requirements.285

Once they are found, the aggregation layer processes the result and provides the286

requested information, i.e. the real-time traffic condition in the specified street,287

to the user.288

When all the services are retrieved, they are forwarded again to the Aggrega-289

tion Layer which composes them through the activated MEs and finally provides290

the result of the application back to the device that triggered the request.291

The depicted scenario where objects collaborate by mashing their services292

has great potentials as this allows for the deployment of powerful applications.293

This is the case of objects (e.g. cars) that share information to decide on the294

best route to get to a destination, objects that perform collaborative spectrum295

sensing and objects that need to send alarms to all the people in a given area296

to reach humans nearby, just to cite few examples. Reaching the right device(s)297

with whom interact is a key task in this context, and the SIoT provides a po-298

tentially effective approach to this by relying on the created social network.299

However, to evaluate the relevant performance, there is the need to model the300

generation of the query characterizing these scenarios, which should help in con-301

ducting a proper system performance evaluation. Such a model should describe302

which object (with relevant characteristics) would typically need to retrieve in-303

formation from any other objects with other relevant features. Whereas the304

query model that is proposed in the following is adopted to evaluate the perfor-305

mance of the SIoT paradigm, it can be adopted for other IoT architectures as306

well. Finally, since our goal is to model the objects behavior when requesting307

services at the application layer, in this paper we do not consider how the query308

is handled.309
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3.2. Nodes and network modeling310

In our modeling, the set of nodes in the SIoT, i.e., the set of SVOs, is311

represented by N = {n1, ..., ni, ...nI} with cardinality I, where ni represents a312

generic SVO. Its physical counterpart can be static or mobile with position Li =313 [
lai , l

b
i

]
, which can then be fixed or varying over time. In our problem setting,314

SVOs create social relations so let the resulting social network be described by315

an undirected graph G = {N , E}, where E ⊆ {N ×N} is the set of edges, each316

representing a social relation between a couple of nodes.317

The modeling of our problem can not overlook the different typologies of318

objects in a network, since objects with different profiles can provide different319

services and are interested in different applications [28]. We then define the320

following sets: T = {t1, ..., tx, ...tX} as the set of possible typologies of objects,321

such as smartphones, cars, traffic lights, and others. For every typology tx,322

we define a set Bx = B(tx) = {bx1, ..., bxy, ...bxY } as the set of possible brands323

inside the typology tx, while the setMxy =M(bxy) = {mxy1, ...,mxyz, ...mxyZ}324

represents the set of possible models for typology tx and brand bxy. All the325

possible models available in the network can then be described by the set M̄ =326

{∪∀xyMxy}, which allows us to define the following 2-tuple Γ =
〈
N ,M̄

〉
, which327

associates to every node ni the corresponding model of the device and thus328

enables also to infer the typology and the brand. This tuple will be useful to329

enable the creation of the parental relation (i.e. the POR defined in Section 2.1),330

which is based on these characteristics.331

Then, we need to define the applications in the network, which are those that332

are requested during the querying process and the possible services provided by333

the nodes and that can satisfy the queries. Let A = {a1, ..., aw, ...aW } be the334

set of possible applications that can be installed by the devices in our scenario.335

However, applications do not run on all the devices but only on those they are336

meant to, so a single device will only have a subset of applications installed on337

it; we can then define the matrix O = [oiw] where the generic element oiw is338

equal to 1 if node ni can potentially install application aw and 0 otherwise.339

Then, we define S = {s1, ..., sj , ...sJ} as the set of services that can be340

performed by any node in the network and that can be used to compose the341

applications in A. Thus, we can define the matrix D = [dij ], where the generic342

element dij is equal to 1 if node ni can provide service sj and 0 otherwise.343

It is true that both the matrices of installed applications and available ser-344

vices, namely O and D, should be related to the typology of the node, since345

it is the typology that determines the possible uses for an object. However,346

this approach is too simplistic since different nodes can offer different services347

and run different applications based on external characteristics related to their348

owner, such as privacy settings. Let us consider two users which own a smart-349

phone each: one of them is willing to share all the smartphone’s services while350

the other one only one or two of them; similarly, even if the set of applications351

they can install on their smartphone is the same, they have decided to install352

different applications based on their interests.353

To model how an application generates a query, let’s recall that a query354
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<n7, m153>

O7w = [1, 0, 0]

D7j=[0,0,1,0,1,1]

<n3, m247>

O3w=[0, 1, 0]

D3j=[0,0,1,1,1,1]

<n1, m726>

O1w=[0, 0, 1]

D1j=[0,0,1,1,0,0]

<n2, m126>

O2w=[1, 1, 0]

D2j=[1,0,0,0,0,0]

<n8, m682>

O8w=[1, 0, 1]

D8j=[1,0,0,1,0,0]

<n9, m155>

O9w=[0, 1, 1]

D9j=[1,0,1,1,0,0]

<n4, m331>

O4w=[1, 1, 1]

D4j=[1,1,1,0,1,1]

<n5, m816>

O5w=[0, 0, 0]

D5j=[0,1,1,0,1,1]

<n6, m331>

O6w=[1, 0, 0]

D6j=[1,0,0,0,1,1]

Figure 3: Representation of the network nodes.

only specifies the needed services and their requirements, and it is the aggre-355

gation layer that combines them to fulfill the request of the application. To356

this, we can model the query as the tuple Ϙ = 〈Qserv,Qreq〉, where Qserv =357

{qserv1 , ..., qservh , ...qservH } is the set of atomic queries representing the individual358

services needed to fulfill the application requests using a node’s social network,359

while Qreq = {qreq1 , ..., qreqk , ...qreqK } is the set of requirements. The goal of a360

query generation model is then to calculate the probability to generate a spe-361

cific query Ϙ. In our modeling, we make the assumption that the number of362

atomic queries matches the number of services to be found; nonetheless, based363

on the particular search mechanism implemented in the (S)IoT, the number of364

queries can be lower w.r.t. the number of services, since a query can be used365

to find two or more services at the same time. However, the modeling of the366

search engine is not considered in this paper.367

Figure 3 provides a simple example of a generic SIoT graph G, where I = 9368

and each node is characterized by a tuple Γi = 〈ni,mxyz〉, which defines for369

node ni its model mxyz, from which we can infer the typology tx and the brand370

bxy. In our example, we can notice how nodes can share the same typology, as371

it is the case of nodes n2, n7, n9, since they have the same first digit of the M̄372

set, and even the same brand, as n7 and n9 are described by m153 and m155373

respectively. In particular, if nodes belong to the same typology, brand and374

model, such as the case of nodes n6 and n4, they are then able to create a POR.375

In this example, each SVO can have up to 3 applications installed, as in-376

dicated by the number of columns of matrix O, and it is capable of providing377

up to six services, as shown by the column dimension of D. Suppose that a378
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Figure 4: Decomposition of the DriveMonitoringApp application into services.

user, which owns node n1, is interested in the DriveMonitoringApp application379

that monitors and evaluates his/her driving behavior and the related risks and380

then installs it in n1. To provide the requested application, which is indicated381

in our example as o13, to the user, the related SVO will have to search for the382

needed services, which are shown by the orange balloons in Figure 4 and that383

are indicated as the services s1, s2, s3, s5 and s6 in our example scenario. Node384

n1 will then generate a query Ϙ with Qserv = {qserv1 , qserv2 , qserv3 , qserv4 , qserv5 }385

and Qreq = ∅ to look for the five services among its friends. When all the ser-386

vices are retrieved, they are sent to the aggregation layer, which provides the387

necessary processing capabilities (blue balloons in Figure 4). Please note that388

in some cases the node could be able to provide some of the services by itself as389

the case of node n1, which can provide service s3 (d13 = 1).390

As we will see in the next section, the query generation model is more com-391

plicated than this example, since it has to take into account space and time392

requirements.393

4. Query Generation Model and Simulation394

In the next subsection, we illustrate our query generation model whereas in395

the second subsection we evaluate the model performance in a real IoT scenario.396

4.1. Query Generation Model397

In the IoT, the number of possible applications is huge, but not all the types398

of things can install the same set of applications and even the same application399

installed in the same object can generate queries with different requirements.400
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Figure 5: Query generation model functionalities

When studying the IoT, and in particular the Social IoT, it is difficult to401

evaluate the performance of service search mechanisms, i.e. how (S)IoT systems402

can fulfill application requests. This is due to the lack of query generation403

models, that are needed to understand which application can generate a query404

and with which requirements.405

As described in Section 3.1, the goal of a query generation model is to406

compute the probability that a query Ϙ will be generated; the composition of the407

atomic queries in Qserv represents the set of services needed by the application.408

The choice of the application that will generate a query, and that will then409

determine the services to search, depends on the particular object in which the410

application is installed. Figure 5 shows the main functionalities that characterize411

the query generation model. According to this picture, based on the chosen412

application and on which node it is installed, the model has to generate the set413

of query requirements Qreq, which are applied to the set of atomic queries.414

Applications and nodes are highly intertwined: choosing a node determines415

which applications can be installed on that node, and selecting an application416

fixes the possible nodes in which the application can be installed. In order417

to obtain the probability to generate a specific set of atomic queries Qserv,418

that corresponds to application A = aw, we have to compute the joint density419

function of nodes N and application A as follows:420

pA,N (aw, ni) = p(A = aw ∩N = ni) =

{
0 if oiw = 0

pi(Qserv) if oiw = 1
(1)

where pi(Qserv) is the probability that node ni, which potentially installed421

application aw, generates the set of atomic queries Qserv. For oiw = 1, it can422

also be written in terms of conditional distributions:423

pi(Qserv) = p(N = ni|A = aw) ∗ p(A = aw) =

= p(A = aw|N = ni) ∗ p(N = ni)
(2)

Eq. 2 shows the double nature of the query generation process, which can424
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begin both by selecting an application or a node.425

The probability that the set of atomic queries Qserv is generated by any426

node in N is then defined as427

P (Qserv) =
∑
i

pi(Qserv) (3)

The application selection greatly influences the difficulty of the search op-428

erations, since applications can have different levels of intricacy, ranging from429

simple ones, which only need one or two services, to complex ones, with nested430

applications and multiple services. Moreover, not all applications require infor-431

mation with the same frequency. To this, in Section 5.3, we will test several432

different distributions for the applications’ frequency, namely p(A = aw), to433

evaluate how the SIoT network reacts in terms of navigability.434

The choice of the node affects both its geographical and social position. The435

first one is important since it influences the requirements of the query, while436

the position of the node in the social network impacts on the number of friends437

selectable and thus on the number of friends a node can rely upon when looking438

for services. Since there is no particular constraint in the choice of a node, i.e.,439

every node has the same probability to trigger an application request, p(N = ni)440

follows a uniform distribution.441

Once the query for services has been generated, it is important to know442

which requirements are needed for the specific application, namely to gener-443

ate the set of requirements for the query. Indeed, different nodes requesting444

the same application can also specify different attributes or characteristics for445

it. The set of possible requirements can be quite large, ranging from the ac-446

curacy of the sensed data to their precision; however, not all the requirements447

are always needed: the only ones that need to be declared, either explicitly or448

implicitly, are space and time. For example, an application that needs temper-449

ature measurements as inputs could be requested in different areas, such as in450

a room or a park (space requirement) and for different time intervals, as it is451

the case for historical or real-time data (time requirement). The minimum set452

of requirements can then be expressed as Qreq = {qreqs1 , q
req
s2 , q

req
t }, where qreqs1453

and qreqs2 indicate the space requirements, namely for the x and y-coordinates,454

while qreqt expresses the time requirement.455

As suggested in [29], to describe the concept of interest in a specific point456

in space, the best distribution should be normal: to this, we describe the space457

requirements as a 2-dimensional normal distribution, where the probability den-458

sity function can be expressed as follows:459
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fwi(q
req
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2πσqreqs1
σqreqs2
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(
qreqs1 − lai − µqreqs1

)2
σ2
qreqs1

+

+

(
qreqs2 − lbi − µqreqs2

)2
σ2
qreqs2




(4)

where µqreqs1
, σ2

qreqs1
and µqreqs2

, σ2
qreqs2

are the mean and variance values for the460

x and y-coordinates respectively.461

All these values are application dependent, i.e. they depend on the particular462

application aw at hand, but we have decided not to show such dependence in463

the above formula to keep it clean. In particular, when the mean values, µqreqs1
464

and µqreqs2
, are both equal to 0, then the distribution is centered on the current465

position of the node ni, namely lai and lbi , i.e a node is looking for information466

around itself.467

Also, the time requirement can be modeled using the time interest of applica-468

tions, as suggested in [30], since objects require information mostly in real-time469

and less as we move farther in time, i.e. historical data. We modeled such470

behavior as an exponential distribution as follows:471

f(qreqt ) =

{
0 if qreqt > 0

λa ∗ exp (λaq
req
t ) if qreqt ≤ 0

(5)

where λa is a constant, depending on the particular application at hand.472

The requirement for qreqt = 0 means that the application is needed in real-473

time, while the values of qreqt < 0 indicate that historical data are requested.474

Whenever a SVO receives a request with a temporal requirement, it will check475

if its stored data can satisfy the requirements, otherwise, it has to contact the476

physical objects to retrieve the data; however, in some cases, the SVO would477

not contact its physical counterpart, in order to avoid consuming resources.478

Once the query has been generated, the goal of the SIoT system will be to479

find all the services in Ϙ starting from the SVO of the node with the selected480

application, making use of its social relations to crawl the network.481

As an example of query generation, let us consider the following flow: the sys-482

tem chooses randomly an object among the available ones, e.g. a car. This car483

can be interested in several applications, so the model has to pick one of them,484

based on how frequently they require information, e.g. the DriveMonitoringApp485

showed in Figure 4: the resulting set of atomic queries is thenQserv = { Geoloc.,486

Speed and Acceleration, Sound, Temperature, Street Lights }. The final step is487

to set the requirements for the application, that will be inherited by every ser-488
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Figure 6: Query probability distribution for the Lysis data and for the Query Generation
Model (QGM).

vice in Qserv: as spatial requirement, the car chooses an area of [100 m x2 km]489

around itself (i.e. in the road ahead), while as time requirement, the car se-490

lects qreqt = 0 thus asking for the information to be obtained continuously in491

real-time.492

The goal of the SIoT system will then be to find all the services in Qserv
493

starting from the SVO of the selected car, making use of its social relations to494

crawl the network.495

4.2. Model Simulation496

In order to simulate and validate the query generation model proposed, a set497

of real IoT queries is required. These data are obtained by the Lysis platform498

[25]: a collection of more than 11000 queries from 154 devices over a period of 7499

months, from April 2017 to October 2017 (a complete description of the data is500

available here1). The network is composed of two types of nodes: smartphones501

and Raspberry boards; based on the typology, the devices can require up to five502

different applications.503

Figure 6 illustrates how the proposed query generation model, displayed by504

red dots and labeled QGM, matches the probability for each node to generate505

a specific set of atomic queries Qserv obtained from the Lysis dataset, repre-506

sented with blue lines. Moreover, since not all the devices can install the same507

applications, then it will happen that some nodes will never require a given ser-508

vice and then never generate the corresponding query and thus pi(Qserv) = 0.509

1http://www.social-iot.org/index.php?p=downloads
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Table 2: Requirements for the Lysis Applications.

App µqreq
s1

µqreq
s2

σqreq
s1

σqreq
s2

H1 λa H2

1 0 0 0 0 0 0.50 0.099
2 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.019 2.00 0.116
3 0 0 0.3 0.3 0.013 0.50 0.108
4 0.45 -0.45 0.1 0.1 0.012 10.0 0.118
5 0.70 -0.70 0.1 0.1 0.018 20.0 0.159

In our model, the nodes follow a uniform distribution, while the applications’510

frequency is proportional to the number of services needed by each application,511

i.e. that the first app requires more services than the last app. To evaluate the512

performance of our model, we made use of an f-divergence measure, namely the513

Hellinger distance [31], to quantify the similarity of the two probability distribu-514

tions. Unlike other f-divergence measures, the Hellinger distance is a bounded515

metric: given two probability distribution P and Q, the maximum distance 1516

is achieved if P and Q are completely divergent, while a distance H(P,Q) = 0517

means that the two probability functions are completely overlapping and hence518

identical. In our case, the value of the Hellinger distance is equal to 0.0047, so we519

can conclude that our model is able to generate an almost identical distribution520

w.r.t. the real data.521

Table 2 shows the parameters used to describe the space and time require-522

ments for each of the five applications. The two columns labeled as H1 and H2523

indicates the Hellinger distance between the real data from the Lysis dataset524

and our requirement distributions for space and time, respectively. The maxi-525

mum value of the Hellinger distance is under 0.16 thus indicating a very good526

approximation of our model.527

The values of the model’s parameters, namely µqreqs1
, µqreqs2

, σqreqs1
, σqreqs2

and528

λa, are computed by applying linear regression to a small set of interactions for529

each application (around 1% of the total number of requests).530

5. Data Analysis and Simulations531

This Section presents a dataset of profiles for the objects in a Smart City532

environment, based on the FIWARE Data Models [32]. The dataset is then533

used to construct a social network of objects, which is analyzed in Subsection534

5.2. Finally, the last Subsection assesses the performance of the network when535

tested with the query generation model in terms of navigability.536

5.1. Dataset537

The main functionalities required to create a dataset are illustrated in Figure538

7. As it will be better explained in the rest of the subsection, these functionalities539

are in charge of creating: objects’ information (e.g. owner, typology, brand,540

model), traces of the positions and timestamps of the devices, the list of all the541

applications that can be installed by the objects, objects’ profiles (expressed542
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Figure 7: Dataset functionalities

as the set of the available services) and an adjacency matrix with the social543

relationships for each object.544

The first step to construct a dataset is to obtain the profile of the objects. To545

this, we extracted objects’ information and positions from the SmartSantander546

project [33], which is experimental research in support of typical applications547

and services for a smart city. We have classified all the available devices accord-548

ing to the data models proposed in the FIWARE Data Models. This enables549

the portability of the dataset among different platforms. These models consider550

both static and mobile objects and are mostly located in the city center of the551

city.552

Each of the three public mobile categories of objects, namely buses, taxis553

and garbage trucks, moves in an independent way: buses’ movement is created554

according to the list of bus stops, which are available from the Servicio Municipal555

de Tranportes Urbanos de Santander (TUS) [34]; taxis can start from 1 out of556

3 taxi stations around the city; garbage trucks start from the landfill and cover557

all the city.558

However, a complete Smart City scenario must also consider devices from559

private users. To this, we introduce 4000 users in the city, so that each user560

owns a certain number of devices. The devices’ distribution is based on the561

ownership report of the Global Web Index in 2017 [35] calculated over 50000562

users aged among 16 and 64 years old and it is shown in Table 3; some of these563

devices are considered mobile, i.e. they are carried by the users during their564

movements, while others are static and are then left at the user’s home.565

To simulate the mobility of these 4000 users, we rely on the well-known mo-566

bility model Small World In Motion (SWIM) [36]. SWIM can generate synthetic567

data, which can create mobility traces able to mimic human social behaviors. In568

fact, it has been proven that the SWIM mobility model allows obtaining accu-569

rate matching between the output of the model and the most popular mobility570

traces available in CRAWDAD [37], generating data with the same statistical571

properties, such as in terms of inter-contact time between people. The simu-572
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Table 3: Distribution Ownership Devices over 50.000 Users Aged 16-64.

Mobile Devices Ownership (%)
Smartphone 91
Car 55
Tablet 40
Smart Fitness 22
Smartwatch 5

Static Devices Ownership (%)
Pc 84
Printer 53
Home sensors 15

lation area needs to match the city center of Santander, so since SWIM only573

considers areas of interest of unitary square, we had to scale down the city cen-574

ter (which roughly has an area of 4 km x 4 km) and then modify the model to575

avoid users to move towards uninhabited areas, such as the sea.576

The simulator requires some additional parameters. The user perception577

radius, set to 0.015, indicates the distance within which a user, or in our case578

a device, can see all other users/devices; this parameter is set according to the579

communication range of a Wi-Fi connection [38] specifically scaled considering580

that the simulation area of SWIM is a unitary square. The parameter α, which581

can have values in the range [0; 1], is used to determine whether the users prefer582

to visit popular sites (smaller values) rather than nearby ones (bigger values).583

It has been set to 0.9. The entire simulation covers a time-lapse of ten days.584

Following the network modeling proposed in Section 3.2, the dataset as a585

total number of devices equals I = 16216, 14600 of which are private and 1616586

are public. The resulting network comprehends a total of X = 16 typologies587

of objects and to each of the typologies owned by private users a brand and588

a model selected randomly among Y = 12 brands and Z = 24 models have589

been assigned. We suppose that the municipality bought all the objects inside590

an object’s typology with the same brand and model, so only the category is591

needed to classify public objects.592

The devices of the smart cities, compared to the dataset in [4], are able to593

provide J = 18 services, which can be arranged to provide W = 28 different594

applications for the users.595

A complete description of the data obtained in this paper is available for tests596

here2 and includes objects’ information (such as owner or typology), traces on597

the positions and timestamps of the devices, the list of all the applications we598

envision in a Smart City scenario, objects’ profiles (expressed as set of available599

services and possible applications requests) and an adjacency matrix with the600

social relationships for each object.601

2http://www.social-iot.org/index.php?p=downloads
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5.2. Network Analysis602

Based on object movements and profiles, each device can create its own set603

of relations with other devices. All the relations depend on the rules set in the604

system: as explained in [39], these rules have a direct impact on the overall605

navigability of the network: for the overall network to be navigable, i.e. to606

enable a node to easily reach any other node in the network, all, or the most607

of, the nodes must be connected, i.e., a giant component must exist in the608

network, and the effective diameter must be low. Moreover, the distribution609

of the number of connections each node has with its peers, namely the degree610

distribution, should be close to a power-law distribution. This results in a scale-611

free network and indicates the presence of hubs, i.e. nodes with a large number612

of connections w.r.t. the average, in the network. With this goal in mind, in613

the following, we discuss the characteristics of the obtained resulting network.614

The only relation we did not consider in these experiments is the C-WOR since615

it has been demonstrated from [39] that its contribution to the navigability of616

the network can be negligible.617

All relationships, except for the OOR, are created using as a starting point618

[4]. An overview of the relations and their differences is illustrated below:619

• The Ownership Object Relationship (OOR) is created between devices that620

belong to the same owner. To avoid too many relations, objects will create621

a relation only if they are in the communication range of each other. We622

assume that private devices use one out of three possible technologies:623

LoRa, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth.624

• The Parental Object Relationship (POR) is created among two objects in625

the same category, brand and model. Since the reasoning behind the POR626

is to create long-distance links, two devices owned by private users, with627

the same typology, brand and model, will establish a relationship only if628

their distance is greater than a threshold, which is set to 3.8 km in order629

to reduce the number of relationships. For the public devices, a node is630

elected as a hub and all the other nodes with the same model will create631

a POR with the hub.632

• Devices located in the same place can create a Co-Location Object Rela-633

tionship (C-LOR). These relationships are created between a static device634

and a mobile one and do not take into account the contact duration but635

only the number of meetings between the two objects. A number of meet-636

ings equal to 10 has given an appropriate number of relations.637

• The Social Object Relationship is a relation type that can be created638

among mobile devices and it is based on three parameters, namely the639

number of meetings (N), the meeting duration (TM ) and the interval be-640

tween two consecutive meetings (TI). These parameters are set to N = 3,641

TM = 15 minutes and TI = 3 hours, respectively.642

• Mobile public object have hardly any chance to create SORs, so in order643

to include them in the SIoT network, we introduce another specific type644
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Figure 8: SIoT Degree Distribution.

Table 4: Relationships’ parameters.

Parameters OOR POR C-LOR SOR SOR2 SIoT
Number of rela-
tionships

58173 21245 27440 21245 20910 146117

Giant compo-
nent (%)

8.99 4.17 51.28 24.06 15.23 100

Average degree 50.01 2.00 6.59 10.89 16.93 18.02
Average path
length

2.15 1.99 27.31 4.34 3.01 4.22

Diameter 5 2 69 8 7 8

of SOR. This SOR, which we called SOR2, uses the same parameter of645

the SOR but with less stringent constraints; in particular, we set them to646

N = 2, TM = 2 minutes and TI = 1 hour.647

The resulting distribution for the network is shown in Figure 8, while Table 4648

shows the main network parameters for each relation and the whole network. We649

can notice that the SIoT degree distribution can be approximated to a power-650

law distribution, thus indicating its navigability. This is due to the presence651

of C-LOR and SOR, while the OOR and POR, which originate from other652

parameters, i.e., nodes characteristics and number of devices owned by a user,653

deviate from such a distribution: however, these relationships are still important654

since they connect groups of nodes so that the majority of nodes have more than655

one connection.656

The average degree indicates the average number of edges connected to each657

node: OOR is the relation that creates the greatest number of friendships,658

however, it only creates small clusters of highly interconnected objects and thus659
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the dimension of the giant component, the highest percentage of nodes belonging660

to the largest finite fraction of the entire graph’s nodes, is low. Similar reasoning661

also applies to the POR: since the goal of the POR is to create long-distance662

links, the relation is created only if the distance between two devices is greater663

than a threshold so that the resulting number of relations is lower w.r.t. OOR.664

Finally, OOR and POR are able to create a highly connected cluster has can665

be inferred by the low values of the average path length, which is the average666

number of steps along the shortest paths for all possible pairs of network nodes.667

In order to connect the public mobile devices (buses, taxies and garbage trucks)668

we had to add another type of relation, that we called SOR2: this relation669

makes use of the same parameter of the SOR but considering less stringent670

requirements. The contribution of the SOR2 to the navigability of the network671

is the same as C-LOR and SOR: since all these relations create short distance672

links among devices regardless of their characteristics, they are able to connect673

the cluster of objects created by OORs and PORs. The resulting SIoT network674

then comprehends a giant component with all the devices where the longest675

shortest path between any two nodes, i.e. the diameter of the network, is still676

low.677

This result is important since it ensures that every query generated by any678

object in the network can be fulfilled.679

5.3. SIoT network navigability680

The navigability in a network indicates how a node can reach any other681

peer and thus represents a fundamental parameter both for the generation of682

a network and to understand the average distance between cooperating nodes.683

To test the navigability of our dataset and query generation model, we have684

chosen the object typology with the highest number of requested applications,685

the smartphones, and analyze 1000 processes of the query generation model. All686

the results are shown with a 95% confidence interval around the mean value,687

i.e. that 95% of the values from the distribution lie within ±1.96 standard688

deviations.689

The network’s response is calculated in terms of average distance, i.e. the690

average number of hops needed to find all the required services, computed on691

the number of services of the application. This is done to avoid disparity among692

applications that require a different number of services: if, for example, the693

application depicted in Figure 4 is satisfied in three hops, that means that the694

five services composing it are found by the search engine in 15 hops, and then695

with an average of three hops each. This is also justified by the fact that the696

services can be found in parallel; however, in this paper we do not implement697

any specific searching mechanism, i.e. we are not using any mechanism for a698

node to navigate the network on its own with local information. On the other699

hand, we compute the distance among two nodes in terms of global network700

navigability, i.e., routing is performed by assuming that each object has a view701

about the global social network topology.702

In order to compare the performance of the query generation model for703

the SIoT, we also created two other networks with similar characteristics: a704
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Table 5: Characteristics of the Random, Barabási-Albert and SIoT net-
works.

Parameters Random BA SIoT
Number of relationships 145852 146449 146117
Average degree 17.99 18.06 18.02
Average path length 3.68 3.17 4.22
Diameter 5 5 8

Descending Uniform Ascending
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Figure 9: Average number of hops needed to solve a query. The applications’ frequency
changes based on the number of services requested by the application itself.

Random network and a Barabási-Albert network, which is able to generate705

scale-free networks based on preferential attachments [40]. The characteristics706

of the three networks are shown in Table 5: we can see how, at a global level,707

the SIoT has a higher average path length and diameter w.r.t the other two708

networks.709

The first set of simulations focuses on the impact of the applications’ fre-710

quency. Queries are then generated with a frequency related to the number of711

services needed by the application and without any kind of requirements, i.e.712

the network has to find all the nodes that can provide the required service. The713

results are shown in Figure 9.714

We can notice that the SIoT network is able to outperform the other two715

networks, independently of the frequency. This is due to the fact that the716

SIoT relations are created to connect nodes with similar interests, so as to717

facilitate the discovery of information. Moreover, the impact of the applications’718

frequency is negligible. This result can be explained considering that the final719

goal of a search engine is to find the services needed by an application and720

that the same services can be arranged in several ways thus providing different721
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Figure 10: Average distance for different mean values of the space requirement.

applications: this means that even by changing the frequency, the services that722

need to be found are mostly the same. In the following, we will consider that723

all applications generate queries with the same frequency.724

The second set of experiments consists of the analysis related to the space725

requirement: we first evaluate the impact of the mean values for the x and726

y-coordinates and then we investigate the effects of the variance.727

Figure 10 shows the hop distance when nodes request applications that are728

located, on average, 0.5, 1.5 and 2.5 km away from them. This value is calculated729

as the Euclidean distance between the requester and the possible providers. We730

can note that there is a difference of almost half a hop between the two extreme731

cases, namely 0.5 and 2.5 km; even if the SIoT envisages the creation of long-732

distance links, such as the PORs, the greatest number of relations are created733

with nearby devices, so the best results can be obtained when a node looks for734

services in its vicinity. This is justified by Figure 11, which shows the average735

number of friends created within 1, 2 and 3 km from a node. We can note that,736

w.r.t. the other two networks, in the SIoT the greatest number of relations are737

created with nearby devices, so the best results can be obtained when a node738

looks for services in its vicinity.739

To test the impact of the variance, shown in Figure 12, we consider different740

values that can cover respectively 50, 100 and 500 meters. As expected, the big-741

ger the variance, the bigger the number of nodes that can provide the requested742

services and thus is simpler for the search engine to quickly find them.743

The third set of simulations focuses on the time requirements, i.e. how fresh744

the information a node is requesting must be. As explained before, the search745

mechanism is performed at the virtual level, where the virtual counterparts store746

the information provided by the physical objects: however, this information can747
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Figure 11: Average number of friends for objects within an area of 1, 2 and 3 km radius.
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Figure 12: Average distance for different variance values of the space requirement.
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Table 6: Synchronization time for all types of objects

Typologies Sync. Time
Car, Indicator, Smart Fitness,
Street lighting and Waste Manage-
ment

7 minutes

Alarms, Home sensors, Parking,
Smartphone, Smartwatch, Tablet
and Transportation

17 minutes

Environment, Pc and Weather 23 minutes

Point of Interest and Printer 29 minutes

not be always synchronized with the ones sensed by the objects due to energy748

and bandwidth constraints. Based on the characteristics of the objects, every749

typology has a different synchronization time (see Table 6), so it may happen750

that the information found by the search engine is not fresh enough. In this case,751

the SVO interacts with the physical object, and then consumes its resources,752

to ask for additional reading in order to satisfy the query. Synchronization753

times are chosen as prime numbers to avoid that a large number of objects754

upload information to their corresponding SVOs at the same time. At the755

start of our simulation (time 0), all the devices synchronize their data with the756

corresponding SVO, and then they follow the synchronizations depicted in Table757

6. So at any point in time, when a request with a temporal constraint arrives,758

we are able to compute if the SVO can satisfy it with its information or it has759

to contact the physical device.760

The following results are shown only for the SIoT network; indeed, the net-761

work is created considering only space parameters, so there are no further dif-762

ferences among the networks. Figure 13 shows the average distance to satisfy763

a query looking for information generated within 1, 5 or 10 minutes. We run764

100 query processes and each process is repeated 10 times. Relaxing the time765

constraint, as it happens with a 10 minutes requirement, leads to results similar766

to those obtained without any requirement for the query; on the other hand,767

the number of hops increases when the application is requested within a short768

time. As we approach the real-time requirement, qreqt = 0, we can note that769

some points start to be missing from the curves: in particular, when requesting770

applications with a 1-minute requirement, the corresponding curve has no data771

for processes 12, 74 and 77. This means that the search engine has not been772

able to find any SVO satisfying the query in any of the 10 runs.773

We then decided to analyze the number of times an SVO has to contact its774

physical counterpart during the 10 runs to satisfy the query. Figure 14 shows775

the corresponding results: as expected, with 1-minute requirement and during776

processes 12, 74 and 77, the SVO had to contact the physical object for all 10777

runs and 6.43 times on average over the 100 processes, while with the 10-minutes778

requirement it is always possible to find an SVO with the required service.779

Finally, with the 5-minutes requirement, the physical objects are contacted on780

average less than once for each process (0.77 times).781
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Figure 13: Average distance for different values of the time requirement.

The last set of simulations concerns the performance of the network to satisfy782

a complete query with both space and time requirements. To this, we decide783

to create a generic query requesting an application 1.5 kilometer away from the784

requester (mean value) with a range of 200 meters (variance value) and with785

information related to the last 5 minutes (time value). Figure 15 on the left axis786

shows the distance to solve the query, which is 3.16 hops over the 100 processes.787

Finally, on the right axis of Figure 15, we try to analyze if hubs are involved788

in the search process by plotting the average degree of the intermediate nodes789

between requester and provider, i.e. the degree of the nodes forwarding the790

query. Given that the global network navigability returns the best possible path,791

it is also able to find the best intermediate nodes, i.e. the hubs in the network.792

By analyzing the degree of such nodes, we provide hints to the development793

of local routing algorithms, that should make use of these nodes. The average794

degree for the requesters is 17.43 friends, which is in line with the average795

degree of the network, while the average degree for the providers is 50.25 friends.796

However, when studying the degree of the intermediate nodes we find that its797

value is 149.08 connections thus confirming that the hubs are a crucial part of798

the search mechanisms in the SIoT.799

6. Conclusions800

In this paper, we have proposed a query generation model that can be used801

to analyze the performance of search and discovery mechanisms in the SIoT.802

To define the model, we have generated a dataset, which is based on real IoT803

objects, available in the city of Santander, and makes use of people mobility804
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Figure 14: Number of request to real world objects due to the time requirement.

models. The dataset and the resulting social net- work are made available to805

the research community in order to test several (S)IoT management algorithms.806

Moreover, we introduce a query generation model, which is able to generate807

applications requests from any given node. Our simulations have proven that, if808

opportunely tuned, our model is able to generate a query probability distribution809

almost identical to the one obtained from real data.810

Moreover, through experimental analysis we were able to com- pare the SIoT811

networks obtained from our dataset with two other network, namely a Random812

network and a Barabási-Albert network. Even if, at the global level, the SIoT813

network shows worse parameters w.r.t. the other two networks, when tested with814

our query model, the SIoT network is able to outperform them: in particular,815

we tested the average distance in terms of the number of hops between requester816

and provider to respond both to simple queries with no requirements and even817

to more complex queries with space and time requirements.818
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